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Contact
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•	Ian D. Allen
•	idallen@freenet.carleton.ca
•	Rideau B215A
•	Telephone (727-4723) x5949
•	Voice Mail
•	Office hours
–	see my office door
•	Notes and Course Outlines
•	online:
	http://idallen.com/teaching/
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Things You
Should Know
•	Your Course Number
•	CST8152 section 010 - Ian Allen
•	Course Times
•	Lectures: three hours / week
–	010 Mon 09:00-10:00 RA130
–	    Wed 14:00-15:00 RA131
–	    Fri 15:00-16:00 RA130
•	Labs: one hour / week
–	011 Wed 16:00-17:00 RC204
–	012 Thu 12:00-13:00 RC204
–	013 Thu 11:00-12:00 RC204
–	014 Wed 10:00-11:00 RC204
CST 8152
Course Outline
•	course outlines are available online
•	please review academic policies 
•	withdrawing
•	repeating courses
•	probation
•	academic discipline
Course Learning
Requirements
•	Lectures
•	3 hours Class
•	1 hour Lab (mandatory)
•	Evaluation / Earning Credit
•	40% in-class tests & quizzes
•	40% final examination
•	20% assignments
•	Assignment Late Penalty
•	up to one week ...	–20%
•	after one week ...	–100%
Marking
Scheme
A:	85-100 
An outstanding level of achievement has been consistently demonstrated.
B: 	75-84 
Achievement has exceeded the required level.
C:	65-74
 Course requirements are met.
D:	50-64
 Achievement is at a marginal level.  Consistent, ongoing effort is required for continuing success in the program.
CST 8152 Major
Academic Events
•	Midterm #1
•	in class
•	Wednesday, February 12, 1997
•	Spring Break
•	March 3 - 7, 1997
•	Midterm #2
•	in class
•	Wednesday, March 26, 1997
•	Final Exam Period
•	in auditorium
•	April 26 - May 3 (inclusive)
How to Succeed
in this Course
•	Do the assignments
•	understand the theory
•	apply the theory
•	practice
•	Attend Lectures and Labs
•	remember your diskettes
•	be on time
•	ask questions
•	Learn the tools
•	memorization isn’t enough
Lab and Lecture
Dialogue Protocol
•	There are no dumb questions
•	ask
•	ask
•	ask
•	Stop me if I go too fast
•	assist me in knowing your learning styles
•	Do your homework
•	use class time to ask questions
Lab and Lecture
Dialogue Protocol
•	Be here
•	Lab attendance is mandatory
•	Be on time
•	use class time well
•	Listen
•	to me
•	to questions (and answers!)
•	Focus
•	don’t distract me or others
•	don’t distract yourself
Required
for Laboratories
•	Diskettes
•	3 ½ inch
•	high density (HD)
•	disks for assignments
•	spare disks for back-up
•	You	
•	sign in
•	please be on time
•	attendance is mandatory
–	missed labs result in no course credit: see the course outline
CST 8152
Assignment 0
•	Account Access Review
•	bring diskettes to Lab
•	verify account / password
•	start Borland C
•	test save to disk
•	test printing
•	C Programming Review
•	review Algonquin Standard
•	prepare Standard Header
C Programming
Style
•	Algonquin Standard Header
•	purpose
•	history
•	inputs
–	from any source
•	outputs
–	to any destination
•	algorithm
–	high level pseudocode
–	programming structures evident
C Programming
Style
•	write it once, and only once
•	modifications require one change
•	less code is better code
•	only -1, 0, and 1 as constants
•	boolean != NULL != 0 != ‘\0’
•	check and validate input (including excess)
•	don’t modify function arguments
•	fopen/fclose at same level
•	check function return codes
•	read input in only one place
•	avoid global variables
•	print really good error messages
•	get the code right first, then optimize
Compilation
in Context
•	Compiler:
•	Translates your language to the target language.
•	Interpreter:
•	Creates a virtual machine on the target system that understands your language directly.
•	Compiled code runs faster than interpreted code, since direct execution of the target language is faster than the indirect emulation of the virtual machine interpreter.
•	Text: Fig. 1.3, 1.10
Language
Processing
•	Text: Sect. 1.1, 1.2, 1.3; Fig. 1.3, 1.9
•	preprocessor
=>  pure source program
•	compiler
=>  target assembly program
•	assembler
=>  relocatable machine code
•	loader / link editor
=>  absolute machine code

Compilation:
Front End / Back End
•	Front End: Analysis
•	Lexical
•	Syntactic
•	Semantic
•	Back End: Code Generation
•	Intermediate representations
•	Optimization
•	Actual target machine code generation
Three Phases
of Analysis
•	Lexical Analysis (Scanning)
•	read characters and group them into lexemes in the language; categorize the lexemes into tokens
•	Syntactical Analysis (Parsing)
•	read tokens and check the nested, heirarchical ordering of the tokens
•	recognize/build trees of tokens that  belong to the language grammar 
•	Semantic Analysis
•	given a grammatically correct parse tree, what does each part mean?
Lexemes, Tokens,
Trees, and Grammar
•	The smallest element/unit/word recognized in the compiled or interpreted language is called a lexeme
•	e.g.   getc  } {  “abc” 1.2  * ++ ,
•	Each lexeme is recognized by the Scanner to be in some category; that category is returned as the token associated with the lexeme
•	e.g. ( IDENTIFIER, “getc” )
•	The Parser recognizes/builds a hierarchical parse tree of tokens; the parse tree expresses the grammar of the language
Lexical Analysis:
The Scanner
•	The scanner is a tokenizer: it reads your program and recognizes lexemes
•	It categorizes the lexemes by token type and returns a (token,lexeme) pair to the syntax analyser
•	e.g. 12.57 : the token is number,
the lexeme is the value 12.57
•	e.g. My_Var : the token is identifier,
the lexeme is the string “My_Var”
•	The scanner is self-contained: it doesn’t know anything about the syntax or grammar of the language
•	The analysis is usually non-recursive
Syntactic Analysis:
The Parser
•	A Parser: reads (token,lexeme) pairs from the Scanner and recognizes the tokens in the grammar of the language
•	builds a parse tree, corresponding to the grammar, for the semantic analyser
•	determines the structure of the language
•	doesn’t know about the characters that make up the language (Scanner)
•	doesn’t know anything about the meaning of the grammar (Semantics)
•	usually recursive, e.g. to handle nesting
•	parentheses:   S := ‘(’ expr ‘)’
•	blocks: BEGIN, END
Syntactic Analysis:
The Parse Tree
•	Parsing: a decomposition of the scanned tokens in an input stream 
(a sentence in the language) into its component parts
•	Parse Tree
	“A hierarchical representation of a sentence, starting at the root and working down toward the leaves.”
•	parsing is based on scanned tokens in the language, not on lexemes
•	if the parsing succeeds, the input stream is syntactically correct
Semantic Analysis:
Finding Meaning
•	The semantic phase of compilation walks the parse tree built by the Parser and recognizes semantic constructs
•	e.g. type checking
int array[10];
array[2.34] = 0;
•	e.g. uniqueness checking
int array[10];
int array[20];
•	e.g. flow-of-control checking
main(){
    break;
}
Examples of
C Language Errors
•	Lexical
•	1abc
•	2.4efg
•	get$value
•	Syntactic
•	a = 1 + ;
•	printf(“Hello\n” ;
•	int ;
•	Semantic
•	see previous slide
Back End:
Code Generation
•	Intermediate Code
•	a program for an abstract machine
•	easy to produce
•	easy to further translate into the exact target language
•	might be directly interpretable
•	Code Optimization
•	improve the intermediate code
•	Code Generation
•	relocatable machine, or assembler
Lexical Analysis
in detail
•	Text chapter 3
•	Regular Expressions 3.3
•	Finite State Machines
•	DFA
•	Transition Diagrams 3.4
•	Transition Tables
•	NextState() function
•	programming a DFA
Regular
Expressions
abc
•	concatenation (“followed by”)
a | b | c
•	alternation (“or”)
*
•	zero or more occurrences
+
•	one or more occurrences
?
•	zero or one occurrence
Finite State Machines
and DFA
•	FSM:
•	a finite set of states
•	a set of transitions (edges)
•	a start state
•	a set of final states
•	Deterministic Finite Automata 
•	all outgoing edges are labelled with an input character
•	no two edges leaving a given state have the same label
•	Therefore: the next state can be determined uniquely, given the current state and the current input character
Programming
a DFA
while( current != ACCEPT && 				(ch=fgetc(fp)) != EOF){
	next = NextState(current,ch);
	/* transition actions go here */
	current = next;
}

•	next = NextState(current,ch)
•	given the current state of the DFA, current, and the current input character, ch, return the next state
•	determines the next state by one of:
–	indexing a Transition Table
–	switch statements
–	some if statements
The Parsing Problem
•	Text: section 2.4
•	Determine if a string of tokens can be generated by a grammar.
•	A grammar is expressed using rules named productions.
•	Productions are built from terminal and nonterminal symbols.
•	The terminal symbols are the tokens returned by the lexical analyser.
•	Every nonterminal symbol has a production that defines it in terms of other terminal and nonterminal symbols.
•	The Parsing Problem:
•	Using the grammar rules, construct a parse tree that connects the root nonterminal with a tokenized input sentence.
•	May start at the root (Top-Down parsing), or at the leaves (Bottom-Up parsing).
•	Sentence is syntactically correct if the tree can be constructed.
Parsing:
A Simple Toy Grammar
•	A simple toy grammar for an assignment statement:

<assignment> =>
 ID ‘=‘ <expression> ‘;’

<expression> =>
 <term> ( (‘+’|‘-’) <term> )*

<term> =>
 <factor> ( (‘*’|‘/’) <factor> )*

<factor> =>
 ID | CONST | ‘(’ <expression> ‘)’

•	The grammar has ten terminals (recognized token types): 
   ID, CONST, (, ), +, -, *, /, ;, =
•	Four non-terminals (each of which will be a separate function in a top-down, recursive-descent, predictive parser): 
    <assignment>, <expression>, <term>, <factor>
•	Plus and minus tokens separate terms
•	Multiply and divide tokens separate factors
•	The current input token uniquely determines which production must be applied, with no ambiguity.     No backtracking will be needed to parse sentences in this language.
•	Suitable for top-down, recursive-descent, predictive parsing (text p.41): Start with the root non-terminal (<assignment>) and work down toward the terminals, the leaves of the grammar parse tree.  The expected terminals in the grammar are matched by the parser against the actual token types returned by the scanner.
Recursive Decent Parsing:
Functions to parse the Toy Grammar I
•	We start with just parsing the input.  No actions will be taken on anything we match; we simply match it and move on.  (This is like having a DFA inside a scanner that doesn’t have any actions in it to save characters.)
•	A predictive parser can be built directly from the productions in the grammar.  Non-terminals become function calls; terminals are matched directly against tokens by the token type returned by the scanner.  To simplify coding, the returned token type is kept in a global variable.

•	<assignment> => ID ‘=‘ <expression> ‘;’

assignment(){
	if( tokentype != ID )
		error(“Missing ID”);
	scanner();	/* get the next lookahead token */
	if( tokentype != EQUALS )
		error("Missing ‘=’");
	scanner();	/* get the next lookahead token */
	if( tokentype == T_EOF )
		error("EOF in assignment statement");
	expression();	/* non-terminal is function call */
	if( tokentype != SEMICOLON )
		error("Missing ‘;’");
	scanner();	/* get the next lookahead token */
 }

•	The scanner is called after a match of a terminal token, to keep the global tokentype always pointing to the next token.  This is called the look ahead token.  The very first look ahead token has to be read by an initial call to scanner() before any of the grammar’s parsing functions are called.  Often this is done in main(), before calling the parser.
Recursive Decent Parsing:
Functions to parse the Toy Grammar II
•	Here are two more of the four functions needed to parse the Toy Grammar.  Note the use of a while() loop to match possibly repeated elements in a grammar production, based on whether the look ahead token indicates that a repeated element is present:


•	<expression> => <term> ( (‘+’|‘-’) <term> )*

expression(){
	term();	/* non-terminal is function call */
	while( tokentype == PLUS || tokentype == MINUS ){
		scanner(); /* get next lookahead token */
		term();	/* non-terminal is function call */
	}
}


•	<term> => <factor> ( (‘*’|‘/’) <factor> )*

term(){
	factor(); 	/* non-terminal is function call */ 
	while( tokentype == MULT || tokentype == DIV ){
		scanner(); /* get next lookahead token */
		factor();/* non-terminal is function call */ 
	}
}
Recursive Decent Parsing:
Functions to parse the Toy Grammar III
•	Here is the last of the four functions of the Toy Grammar.  This grammar rule had several alternatives.  A switch() statement selects the right alternative to parse based on what the current look ahead token is.
•	Remember, no actions are yet added to these functions.  All they do is recognize the input and move on; they don’t  do anything with it yet.


•	<factor> => ID | CONST | ‘(’ <expression> ‘)’

factor(){
	switch( tokentype ){
	case ID:
		scanner();
		break;
	case CONST:
		scanner();
		break;
	case LEFTPAREN:
		scanner();
		expression();
		if( tokentype != RIGHTPAREN )
			error(“Missing ‘)’”);
		else
			scanner();
		break;
	default:
		error(“Missing ID, CONST, or ‘(’”);
	}
}
Recursive Descent Parsing:
Coding A Very Small Grammar
•	Another small example of translating a grammar into recursive-descent parsing functions.  Terminal symbols are matched directly; non-terminals turn into function calls:

<stmt> => ID ‘=‘ ( <expr> | CONST ) ‘;’
<expr> => CONST

stmt(){
	if( tokentype != ID )
		error(“Missing identifier”);
	scanner();	/* get the next lookahead token */
	if( tokentype != EQUALS )
		error("Missing ‘=’");
	scanner();	/* get the next lookahead token */
	switch( tokentype ){
	case CONST:
		scanner(); /* get next lookahead token */
		break;
	default:
		expr(); /* non-terminal is a function */
		break;
	}
	if( tokentype != SEMICOLON )
		error("Missing ‘;’");
	scanner();	/* get the next lookahead token */
}
expr(){
	if( tokentype != CONST )
		error(“Missing constant”);
	scanner();	/* get next lookahead token */
}
Recursive Decent Parsing:
Avoiding Backtracking
•	An assignment statement is likely one of several types of statements in a language.  A complete parser for the language needs to know which type of statement to parse.
•	To avoid having to backtrack in parsing, we write our grammar so that we know unambiguously, given one current input look ahead token, which grammar production alternative to choose (Aho section 4.4, Predictive Parsers). 
•	In many programming languages, the reserved words serve to provide the look ahead token that indicates which type of statement to parse.  A language might include several types of statements, each starting with a unique reserved word (see example reserved words below).
•	The scanner can recognize the reserved words and return them as token types to the parser, so the parser knows which statement to parse by looking at the one look ahead token.  If the look ahead token type isn’t a reserved word, but is an identifier, the parser knows that the statement is an assignment statement.  For example, using these statement types:

•	ID…  | “for”…  | “while”…  | “switch”… | ...

parser(){
	while( tokentype != T_EOF ){
		switch( tokentype ){
		case ID:     assignment(); break;
		case FOR:       forloop(); break;
		case WHILE:   whileloop(); break;
		case SWITCH: switchstmt(); break;
		. . .
		default:
			error(“Unknown statement type”);
		}
	}
}
Recursive Decent Parsing:
Error Handling in nested functions
•	See Aho section 4.1
•	A simple panic-mode error handling system requires that we return to the top of the parser when any error is detected.  At the top of the parser, we skip forward until we find a semi-colon (‘;’), then resume parsing.
•	To return to the top of the parser when an error is detected in one of the parsing functions, we need to add error-handling code to all the functions.
•	Each parsing function may succeed (in which case we continue parsing) or fail (in which case we stop parsing and return).  For example:

Boolean expression(){
	if( ! term() )
		return FALSE; 
	while( tokentype == PLUS || tokentype == MINUS ){
		scanner();
		if( ! term() )
			return FALSE;
	}
	return TRUE;	/* parsing succeeded so far */
}
Boolean term(){
	if( ! factor() )
		return FALSE;
	while( tokentype == MULT || tokentype == DIV ){
		scanner();
		if( ! factor() )
			return FALSE;
	}
	return TRUE;	/* parsing succeeded so far */
}
Recursive Decent Parsing:
Error Handling by finding the semi-colon
•	To complete the panic-mode error recovery, the topmost parsing function must detect the failure to parse and skip forward until a semi-colon is found.  Once the semi-colon is found, one more token of look ahead is read; this prepares the parser to resume parsing.  The code for this looks something like this:

parser(){
	while( tokentype != T_EOF ){
		switch( tokentype ){
		case ID:
			if( ! assignment() )
				panic();
			break;
		/* other statement types will go here */
		default:
			errprint(“Unknown statement type”);
			panic();
		}
	}
}

panic(){
		while( tokentype != T_SEMI 
		    && tokentype != T_EOF)
			scanner();
		if( tokentype == T_SEMI )
			scanner(); /* skip the ‘;’ */
}
Recursive Decent Parsing:
Action Symbols in the Grammar
•	Now that we have a parser that can recognize assignment statements, we need to add semantic actions to the parser so that useful work is done.  These actions are specified by embedding semantic action symbols in the grammar productions, giving a set of rules called a translation scheme (Aho p.37-40: Translation Schemes, Emitting a Translation).
•	Here are some examples of action symbols in a translation scheme.
First, look at the simple grammar without any action symbols:

<stmt> => ID ‘=‘ <item> ‘;’
<item> => ID | CONST

•	Now, as a translation scheme, with the semantic action symbols embedded in the grammar productions:

<stmt> =>
 ID      { put ID in symbol table if not there }
	 ‘=‘ <item> 
 	 ‘;’     { pop value on stack into ID }

<item> =>
 ID   { look up ID; push current value on stack }
	 |
	 CONST { evaluate constant; push value on stack }

•	The action symbols are placed in the exact places we want the actions to occur.  We map these locations to the corresponding locations in the code for the recursive-descent parsing functions.  The value stack is used by the parser to hold values of expressions.
Recursive Decent Parsing:
Actions in the Parsing Functions
•	Here is one of the augmented grammar productions, with abbreviated versions of the semantic action symbols inserted as before:

<stmt> => ID {enter} ‘=’ <item> ‘;’ {pop;copy}

•	The code for the recursive-descent parsing function that implements the semantic actions  for this production looks something like this:

Boolean stmt(){
	if( tokentype != ID ){
		errprint(“Missing ID”);
		return FALSE;
	}
	\\ {enter} action goes here: call a function that
	\\ returns a pointer to the identifier in the 
	\\ symbol table.  If not found there, enter it.
	. . . usual code to match ‘=’ goes here . . .	
	if( ! item() )
		return FALSE;
	if( tokentype != SEMICOLON ){
		errprint("Missing ‘;’");
		return FALSE;
	}
	scanner();	
	\\ {pop;copy} action goes here: pop the top value
	\\ off the value stack and copy it into the
	\\ symbol table at the location of the identifier

	return TRUE;  /* parsing succeeded */
}
Recursive Descent Parsing:
The Interpreter Value Stack
•	An interpreter doesn’t generate code.  It performs semantic actions as it parses the input.  For expressions, such as those used in the Toy Grammar, it uses a value stack to hold values and their types.
•	The value stack stores intermediate results of parsing for later use in a grammar rule.  Here’s an example using a simple translation scheme with semantion actions inserted in their proper places:

<stmt> => ID {enter} ‘=’ <plus> ‘;’ {pop;copy}
<plus> => <item> ‘+’ <item> {pop;pop;add;push}
<item> => ID {lookup;push} | CONST {evaluate;push}

•	Look at how the semantic actions use the value stack:
•	{lookup;push}: When the parsing function implementing item() recognizes an ID token, it looks up the value and type of the identifier in the symbol table and pushes the current value and type of that identifier onto the value stack.  (An undefined identifier would be a run-time error.)
•	{evaluate;push}: When the parsing function implementing item() recognizes a constant, it evaluates the constant and pushes the value and type of the constant onto the value stack.
•	{pop;pop;add;push}: The parsing function implementing plus() parses two items.  Each call to item() pushes a value on the stack.  After both items have been pushed, plus() pops each one off, adds them together, and pushes the result back on the stack.  In more complex grammars, a separate execute(operator) function does the arithmetic.
•	{pop;copy}: When the plus() function returns control to the parsing function implementing stmt(), stmt() pops the stack and copies the top value and type into the symbol table at the location for the identifier located at the start of stmt().  (Type checking would be done here, too.)
•	{enter}: This semantic action doesn’t use the value stack.  It looks up the identifier in the symbol table and returns a pointer to its location there.  If the identifier doesn’t exist, it adds it and returns a pointer to it.
Typedefs for a Scanner
/*
 * The defined token types for this grammar.
 * These are recognized and returned by the scanner.
 */
typedef enum {
        T_SEMI, T_EQUAL, T_EOF, T_ERR,
        T_IDENT, T_STRING, T_INTEGER,
        T_PLUS, T_MINUS, T_MUL, T_DIV,
} TypeList;
 
/*
 * The structure holding the (lexeme,value) pair.
 * A union is used to handle different lexeme types.
 */
typedef struct {
	TypeList type;	/* enum of types */
 	union {
		char *string;	/* for strings */
		long integer;	/* for integers */
		/* other types go here as needed … */
	} value;
} TokenType;

/*
 * The global current token, set by scanner().
 * scanner() returns a pointer to this global
 * for coding convenience.
 */
TokenType token;        /* GLOBAL */
Returning a pointer to the global
token structure in your scanner()
/*
 * The scanner converts the lexeme to the correct
 * type, inserts the value and the type into the
 * global structure, then returns a pointer to the
 * global structure (for coding convenience).
 */

TokenType token;   /* the global token structure */
extern TokenType *scanner();

TokenType *scanner(){
	extern TokenType token;  /* the global token */

	/* . . . */
	token.type = T_STRING;    /* return a string */
	token.value.string = mystring;
	return &token;

	/* . . . */
	token.type = T_IDENT;    /* ID’s are strings */
	token.value.string = mystring;
	return &token;

	/* . . . */
	/* convert ASCII digits to a real integer */
	status = convert_to_integer(lexeme_str,&myint);
	if( status != GOOD_INT ) do_error(. . .);
	token.type = T_INTEGER;  /* return an integer */
	token.value.integer = myint;
	return &token;

C Language Modularity:
Using “static” data and functions
/* This illustrates the use of the “static” keyword
 * to prevent local module data structures and
 * functions from being visible outside this file.
 */

static int x;	/* data global to this file only */

/* A global function to initialize the hidden
 * data structure from outside the module:
 */
	void
initialize(int j){
	x = j;
}

/* A global function to return the value of
 * the hidden data structure in the module:
 */
	int
fetch(){
	return local_func(x);
}

/* A local function, invisible outside this file,
 * to perform support operations in the module:
 */
	static int
local_func(int j){
	return j * 2;
}
CST 8152 Compilers - Assignment #1
Due: 8:45am Monday, January 20, 1997
Purpose and Instructions:
	This is a review of C coding style and an introduction to Lexical Analysis.
	Design, write, and thoroughly test a C program that will recognize, count, and output simple double-quoted C language strings.  It will scan a given input file (which may or may not be a complete C program), locate the start and end of each string, and correctly handle two embedded string escapes:
•	escaped double quotes within the string (\"), which will be replaced by unescaped double quotes
•	the escape sequence backslash-N (‘\n’), which will be replaced by an ASCII newline character.
 	Other escape sequences in the strings need not be recognized or handled, such as escaped backslashes (\\).  Strings appearing inside C comments (/*  */) may also be output, though clearly a real scanner would not do this.  If you have time, make your scanner skip C comments.
	The output will be only the contents of the strings found in the input, each string preceded by its ordinal number as found in the input file.  Note that the enclosing double quotes are not part of the string.
	The structure of the program will involve a main() program that prompts the user for a file name to be processed, opens the file, then calls a function to locate and return a pointer to the first recognized string in the file (if any).  The recognized string is output by the main program.  The main program keeps calling the function and printing strings until no strings are left, at which point the function returns an indication that it is done to main, and the main program tidies up and exits.  Output will appear either on the user’s terminal or in a second file opened by the main() program (your choice).
	
Your assignment is due in the Ian Allen assignment box before 8:45am Monday, January 20.
	Please fasten all pages of your assignment firmly, or place all parts into a full-size brown envelope. 

Identify your assignments:
	Make obvious on your assignment these things (type or print clearly):
•	your name,
•	your student ID number, 
•	your weekly Lab section number, and
•	the the course number: CST8152.

Deliverables for this assignment:
	1.	The fully documented source listing of your program (including your own .h files).
	Programming must follow the Algonquin standard guidelines.
	2.	A listing of your input test file(s) showing the test cases you selected.
	3.	Your generated output for each input test file.
Evaluation
	Please review the C Programming Style comments. 
Assignments are marked for clarity and simplicity as well as correctness.
Late assignments are handled according to the policy given in the course outline.
“Inside every big program is a little program struggling to get out.”
CST 8152 Compilers - Assignment #2
Due: 12 noon Friday, January 31, 1997
Purpose:
		This assignment builds on Assignment #1.  It gives practice designing and implementing Transition Tables to recognize tokens, and is an opportunity to improve your C coding style.
Instructions:
	1.	Design and draw a Deterministic Finite Automaton (DFA), composed of state circles and edges representing state transitions on input characters, that recognizes the C-style strings described in Assignment #1.
	2.	Turn the above DFA into a two-dimensional Transition Table of states vs. input characters.
	3.	Design, write, and thoroughly test a C Language program that uses the above Transition Table to recognize the C-style strings described in Assignment #1.  Make sure both the new and the old programs recognize the same set of strings!  Use #define statements to give the states meaningful names.  Part of your evaluation is based on the thoroughness of your program testing.
The deliverables for this assignment are as follows:
	1.	The DFA diagram.
	2.	The Transition Table.
	3.	The fully documented source listing of your new C program (including your own .h files).
Programming must follow the Algonquin standard guidelines.
	4.	A description of your testing strategy, possibly including sample input test file(s) showing the test cases you selected, and possibly including generated output for some of the input test files.  Your task is to convince the reader that your program handles all forms of input correctly and without faulting.
Due dates and times:
	1.	The DFA and Transition Table are due at the start of your Lab time this week.  
	2.	The remaining deliverables are due in the Ian Allen assignment box before Noon, Friday, January 31.
	Please fasten together firmly all parts of your assignment deliverables so that no parts will be lost.
	(An excellent strategy is to put all your deliverables into a labelled full-size brown envelope.)
Identify your assignments:
	Make obvious on the outside of your assignment these four things (type or print clearly):
	1.	your name,
	2.	your student ID number, 
	3.	your weekly Lab time and section number (011, 012, 013 or 014), and
	4.	the course number: CST8152.
Evaluation
		Assignments are marked for clarity and simplicity as well as correctness.  A clear program that doesn’t quite work but can be understood and fixed is more useful than a working program that can’t be modified because it is unreadable, incomprehensible, and consequently unmaintainable.
		Late assignments are handled according to the policy given in the course outline.
CST 8152 Compilers - Assignments #1&2
Evaluation Sheet I
•	Adheres to assignment submission requirement?
_	On time?
_	All pages fastened firmly or in envelope?
_	Identified with name, student ID number, Lab section number, and course number?
_	Submitted source listing, including .h files?
_	Programming follows Algonquin standard?
_	Submitted listings of input test file(s) and generated output for each test?
•	General coding style?
_	wrote it once
_	only -1, 0, and 1 as constants, everything else using #define
_	clearly marked Boolean, pointer, integer, and character zeroes: boolean != NULL != 0 != ‘\0’
_	checked and validated input (including detecting excess input)
_	didn’t modify function arguments
_	fopen/fclose at same level
_	checked all possible function return codes
_	read input in only one place
_	avoided global variables
_	printed really good error messages that explained the exact error
_	got the code right first, then optimized
•	Testing strategy?
_	an empty file
_	no strings in file
_	huge string spanning many lines
_	odd number of " in file (unterminated string)
_	empty strings still counted: ""
_	adjacent strings "abc""def"
_	one or more escaped \" in string, adjacent \"
_	one or more escaped \n in string, adjacent \n
CST 8152 Compilers - Assignments #1&2
Evaluation Sheet II - Common Errors
1.	should use #define for these constants
•	modifying this program is difficult
•	write it once; change it once
2.	this is not a pointer variable; don’t use NULL
•	int i = NULL;	/* misleading */
•	char *p = 0;   	/* misleading */
3.	read input in only one place (makes EOF testing easier!)
4.	no check for buffer overflow
•	if your program cannot handle arbitrary length input, it must protect itself against buffer overflow and tell the user when the limit is crossed
5.	fgetc() returns an integer, not a character
6.	no check for return code of function
7.	redundant or superfluous code (unknown purpose or utility)
8.	type mismatch (e.g. char */int, void/int, etc.)
•	char *func() … return 10;	/* wrong */
•	int func() … return “abc”;	/* wrong */
9.	function returns pointer to local stack storage
•	func(){ char x[SIZE]; return x; }	/* wrong */
10.	output doesn’t conform to assignment requirements
11.	scanf() is not appropriate for line input from human beings
•	use fgets() followed by sscanf()
12.	missing pseudocode, or pseudocode does not match code

CST 8152 Compilers 
Midterm #1 Review Questions
•	What is a compiler?  an interpreter?
•	How do they differ?
•	Where does compilation fit in the steps that make up Language Processing?
•	What is the output of each step of the process?
•	What is the “front end” of a compiler?  the “back end”?
•	Name and describe the function of each of the three parts of the compiler front end.
•	What is the output of each of the three parts?
•	Give C Language examples of errors that would be detected in each part.
•	Name and describe the basic functions of the compiler back end.
•	Define these terms: lexeme, token, parsing, parse tree
•	Why is syntax analysis usually recursive, where lexical analysis is not?
•	What are the meanings of the Regular Expression operators ‘*’, ‘+’, and ‘?’ ?
•	Given a description of a set of strings, write a Regular Expression that matches those strings.
•	e.g. strings of letters ending in ‘a’ or ‘bcd’
•	e.g. strings of digits containing a ‘3’ before a ‘5’
•	e.g. unsigned integer constant, unsigned floating constant
•	Given a Regular Expression, give examples of strings matched by the expression.
•	What is a Finite State Machine (FSM)?
•	What restrictions are placed on a FSM to make it a Deterministic Finite Automaton (DFA)?
•	Given a Regular Expression, write the DFA that recognizes it (or vice-versa).
•	Given a DFA, write its corresponding Transition Table (or vice-versa).
•	Write a C Language NextState() function that implements a given Transition Table.
•	Write a while() loop that uses the NextState() function to implement a DFA.
•	Given a Grammar, construct a Parse Tree that shows how a sentence in the language is recognized.
•	e.g. 3 * A + 7 * B + 9
•	Given a Grammar, and a Scanner that returned the next Token, derive the simple C Language functions for a recursive descent parser that would recognize each of the production rules in the grammar.
•	e.g. expression(), factor(), term()
CST 8152 Compilers - Assignment #3
Due: 08:45am Monday, February 10, 1997
Purpose:
		This assignment builds on Assignment #2.  It gives practice designing and implementing Transition Tables to recognize tokens, and begins the process of classifying lexemes into tokens.
Instructions:
	1.	Design and draw separate Deterministic Finite Automata (DFA), composed of state circles and edges representing state transitions on input characters, that recognize each of the following classes of tokens:
			1.  a DFA for pseudo-C-style strings, as described in Assignment #1
			2.  a DFA for unsigned integer constants (digits only, no decimals)
			3.  a DFA for identifiers (starting with a letter, containing letters or digits)
	2.	Merge the above three DFA into one single DFA by using a common Start state.  (You may or may not decide to use a single common Accept state at the end of all the merged DFA.  You can do it either way -- think it over and decide.)  
	3.	Turn the single merged DFA into a two-dimensional Transition Table of states vs. input characters.
	4.	Design, write, and thoroughly test a C Language program that will read an input file and, using your Transition Table, produce as output a list of each recognized token’s classification type and lexeme value, similar to the following output:
			Type        Lexeme Value
			integer     184
			identifier  printf
			string      Hello world!
		Your program will use a function implementing the above merged Transition Table to recognize the three different token types: INTEGER, IDENTIFIER, STRING.  Characters in the file not belonging to any of these three types shall be ignored.
		As in Assignment #2, use #define statements to give all states meaningful names. 
		Your DFA scanner function will recognize a single lexeme, classify it, and return to main() two things: the token type, and the actual lexeme value of the token.  Your main() program will print the token type and its value, and will keep calling your DFA scanner function repeatedly until no more tokens are found in the input file.
		Part of your evaluation is based on the thoroughness of your program testing.
		…continued next page...
CST 8152 Compilers - Assignment #3
…continued from page one...
The deliverables for this assignment are as follows:
	1.	The four DFA diagrams -- three individual DFA and one merged DFA.
	2.	The merged Transition Table.
	3.	The fully documented source listing of your new C program (including your own .h files).  Programming must follow the Algonquin standard guidelines.
	4.	A description of your testing strategy, possibly including sample input test file(s) showing the test cases you selected, and possibly including generated output for some of the input test files.  Your task is to convince the reader that your program handles all forms of input correctly and without faulting.
Due dates and times:
	1.	The DFA and Transition Table are due at the start of your Lab time this week.  
	2.	The remaining deliverables are due in the Ian Allen assignment box before 08:45am, Monday, February 10.  Be prepared to demonstrate your working program.
•	Please fasten together firmly all parts of your assignment deliverables so that no parts will be lost.  (An excellent strategy is to put all your deliverables, including the description of your testing methodology, into a labelled full-size brown envelope.)
Identify your assignments:
	Make obvious on the outside of your assignment these four things (type or print clearly):
	1.	your name,
	2.	your student ID number, 
	3.	your weekly Lab time and section number (011, 012, 013 or 014), and
	4.	the course number: CST8152.
Evaluation
		Assignments are marked for clarity and simplicity as well as correctness.  A clear program that doesn’t quite work but can be understood and fixed is more useful than a working program that can’t be modified because it is unreadable, incomprehensible, and consequently unmaintainable.
		Late assignments are handled according to the policy given in the course outline.
CST 8152 Compilers - Assignment #4
 Demonstration required in Labs March 12-13
Purpose:
		This assignment builds on Assignment #3.  It asks you to enhance your lexical analyser to handle new tokens and lexical errors in preparation for using your scanner in a recursive-descent parser (Assignment #5).
Part I:
	1.	Enhance the DFA you used in Assignment #3.  Have it recognize (accept) any of the following six new single-character lexemes:       =  +  -  *  / ;
		(Those of you handling /*…*/ comments will have to be very careful here.)
	2.	Enhance your lexical analyser to use your new DFA to classify and return the six lexemes to your main program as six new token types.  You may find your DFA is simpler if you separate the recognition of the six lexemes from their classification.
	3.	Enhance your main program to also display the new token types, following the output pattern specified in previous assignments.
	4.	Further enhance your DFA to allow for the detection of invalid lexical input found leading up to the beginning of a lexeme.  Instead of silently skipping over all unrecognized characters, your scanner may only silently skip over leading white space.  Other unrecognized characters will be collected for later output in an error message.
	5.  Have your scanner report in an error message any leading invalid lexical input that was collected, before your scanner returns. Your scanner must collect as much of the invalid input as it can before issuing the error message.  Don’t issue a separate message for every single invalid character if you can avoid it!  Don’t forget to report invalid input appearing just before end-of-file.
The deliverables for this assignment are as follows:
	In your Lab March 12-13:
	1.	Have available clear hard copy of your enhanced DFA diagram and your C source code.
	2.	Demonstrate briefly (2-3 minutes) but convincingly that your scanner works.
Evaluation
		Nothing has to be handed in for this assignment.  You have about 2-3 minutes of my time in the Lab to demonstrate your program and convince me that it works and that you know how it works.  Your mark for this assignment is determined by the clarity and efficiency of your in-Lab demonstration.  (You might want to have examples of test input and output readily available to substantiate your quick demonstration.)  Organize your Lab presentation -- three minutes is not very much time.
CST 8152 Compilers - Assignment #5
 Demonstration required in Labs March 26-27
Purpose:
		This assignment builds on Assignment #4.  It has you use your scanner in a recursive-descent parser that recognizes assignment statements.  Next assignment will build on this assignment to recognize expressions as well as simple assignment statements.
Part I:
	1.	Adapt your scanner to set and return the address of a global token structure containing the type of the token and its value.  (As per class/WWW notes.)
	2.	Write a single recursive descent parsing function named p_assignment() that handles simple assignment statements expressed by this grammar rule:
		<p_assignment> ->
		  IDENTIFIER ‘=’ IDENTIFIER | STRING | INTEGER ‘;’
	3.	When your parser first recognizes an IDENTIFIER  on the left-hand-side of the assignment statement, it should look up the identifier in your symbol table and add an empty entry for it if it is not already there.
	4.	When the right-hand-side of the assignment statement is recognized, the value and type of the recognized token should be entered into the symbol table entry of the identifier found on the left-hand-side.  Integers should be stored as integers, not as strings of digits.  You can convert a string of digits to an integer either in your scanner or in your parser.  Having the scanner do it is best; your scanner will have to be able to return either strings or integers via the global token structure.  A C-language union would work very well in the global token structure and in the symbol table to share storage among the various possible return types.  (See the class notes.)
	5.	The first time an identifier is assigned-to sets its type.  If the identifier on the left-hand-side already has a type (because of a previous assignment statement), and that type is not the same as the type being assigned in a subsequent assignment statement, decide what to do.   You may issue a warning and change the type.  You may decide to ignore the assignment and issue an error message.  You may attempt to convert the type to be compatible with the type already set; for example, you might attempt to convert a string into an integer using sscanf(), or convert an integer into a string using sprintf().  A failure to convert is an error that should be reported.  (Ambitious students may want to implement a  <p_declare> statement to declare and type all variables before use!)
						… continued next page … 
CST 8152 Compilers - Assignment #5
 …continued from page one...
Part II:
	6.	Enhance your parser to use a value stack to hold the values and types of tokens returned by your scanner.  Use this grammar and the new function p_factor():
		<p_assignment> -> IDENTIFIER ‘=’ <p_factor> ‘;’
		<p_factor> -> IDENTIFIER | STRING | INTEGER
	7.	The p_factor() function must push the recognized value and its type onto the stack.  The  p_assignment() function must call the p_factor() function, then pop the pushed value and its type off the stack and enter them both into the symbol table at the location of the left-hand-side IDENTIFIER, as in Part I.
	8.	The error handling of Part I applies here, too.  This is an enhancement of Part I.
	9.	Prepare answers to these questions: How does your program handle integer overflow when collecting digits for an integer or when converting a string of digits into an integer?  Do you check for stack overflow and underflow?  When the parser discovers a syntax error, how does it recover?  Does your parser check for “common” syntax errors and attempt to do intelligent recovery?  How do you handle strings or identifiers that are extremely long, if you use fixed-size buffers in your scanner or symbol table?
The deliverables for this assignment are as follows:
	In your Lab March 26-27:
	1.	Make sure you have read all the fine print in this assignment.
	2.	Show me hard-copy of your test case input and ouput, and your parser source code.
	3.	Demonstrate briefly (2-3 minutes) but convincingly that your parser works.
Evaluation
		Nothing has to be handed in for this assignment, but you must have hard-copy of your parser (not the scanner) available for me to examine.  You have about 2-3 minutes of my time in the Lab to demonstrate your program and convince me that it works and that you know how it works.  Your mark for this assignment is determined by the clarity and efficiency of your in-Lab demonstration.  You might want to have hard copy  available to quickly substantiate your quick demonstration.  Organize your Lab presentation -- three minutes is not very much time to get full marks.
Text Readings
up to Midterm #2
•	Top -down parsing: Aho section 2.4; small parts of section 4.4 (recursive-descent parsing, predictive parsers)
•	Error handling: Aho p. 11; and section 4.1
•	Symbol table routines: Aho p. 11; 72, 77 (insert, lookup); early parts of section 7.6 discuss implementation and efficiency issues.
•	Postfix Converter (as an example of embedding action symbols):
Aho section 2.3, p.33; example 2.8, section 2.5
•	Recursive Descent parsing functions: Fig 2.24, 2.27, 2.28
•	Matching statements by reserved word: Fig 2.34
CST 8152 Compilers 
Midterm #2 Review Questions
•	Define briefly: backtracking, predictive parsing, recursive-descent parsing, grammar production, terminal symbol, non-terminal symbol, top-down parsing, bottom-up parsing, semantic action symbols, translation scheme, token, look ahead token, white space, lexeme, value stack, panic-mode recovery, phrase-level recovery, error productions, unary minus.
•	Why can’t a recursive-decent parsing function be written for the following grammar rule:
  <expr> -> <expr> ‘+’ <term>          (Hint: Try to write the function.) 
•	Define and document a C language data structure that would hold one element of the symbol table needed for Assignment 5.
•	Define and document a C language data structure implementing the global data returned by the scanner() in Assignment 5.
•	What are three goals of the error handler in a parser?
•	Describe four levels at which errors may occur in a program.  Which level has been given the most attention by compiler writers and why?
•	Statistically, what kinds of errors occur in real programs?
•	What is the difference between error recovery and error repair in a parser?
•	Why not quit the parser upon finding the first error?
•	Briefly describe three error recovery methods for a parser.
•	How can a parser distinguish between different statement types in a language, e.g. between for() and while() statements?
•	Draw a block diagram showing the difference between an interpreter and a compiler.
•	List some (up to seven) advantages of an interpreter over a compiler.
•	List some disadvantages of interpreters.
•	Why are loops so difficult for interpreters?
•	What four basic types of functions are needed for an interpreter?
•	What three data structures are needed for an interpreter?
•	How can the scanner differentiate between “subtract” and “unary minus”?
•	How can the parser differentiate between “subtract” and “unary minus”?
•	Write a recursive descent parsing function that implements any of the grammar productions in the Toy Grammar from the notes.  No semantic actions are required; the functions need only recognize the input.
•	Write pseudocode functions that shows what code is needed to write a recursive descent parser, with semantic actions, for the following simple grammar:
	<stmt> -> ID ‘=’ <term> ‘;’
	<term> -> ID
CST 8152 Compilers - Assignment #6
 Demonstration required in Labs April 16-17
Purpose:
		This assignment builds on Assignment #5.  It enhances your recursive-descent parser to recognize expressions, including unary minus and nested parentheses.  You are required to code the interpreter in a modular fashion, using only one global token structure.
Assignment:
		Given this enhanced version of the familiar Toy Grammar:

<p_parser> => 
	( <p_assignment> | <p_print> | <p_dump> ) ‘;’

<p_assignment> => ID ‘=‘ <p_expression>

<p_print> => 
	PRINT <p_expression> ( ‘,’ <p_expresssion> )*

<p_dump> => DUMP ( INTEGER )*

<p_expression> =>
<p_term> ( (‘+’|‘-’) <p_term> )*

<p_term> =>
<p_factor> ( (‘*’|‘/’) <p_factor> )*

<p_factor> =>
IDENTIFIER | STRING | INTEGER 
		| ‘(’ <expression> ‘)’ | ‘-’ <p_factor>

	1.	Turn this grammar into a translation scheme by inserting brief semantic action symbols.
	2.	Explain (and hand in) the actions associated with each brief action symbol you added.
	3.	Enhance your scanner to recognize parentheses and commas:   ( , )
	4.	Enhance your interpreter to parse your translation scheme.  Follow the Notes carefully.
Sample input syntax:
		cost = 4 * ( 8 + 3 ) ; 
		total = - ( -50 + ( -2 * -10 ) ) * cost + 23 ;
		print “The cost is ”, cost, “ and the total is ”, total ;
		print “\n\nThat is ”, cost * 100, “ pennies\n” ;
						… continued next page … 
CST 8152 Compilers - Assignment 6
 …continued from page one...
The deliverables for this assignment are as follows:
	By noon Friday April 11:  Hand in your translation scheme and semantic explanations.
	In your Lab demonstration April 16-17:
	1.	Hand in a disk with your complete source code.   I may compile and test it later.
	2.	Have ready on your terminal the separate modules of your interpreter source code: the value stack, the symbol table, the scanner, the parser, and your main program.
	3.	Have ready good test case input and output showing how your interpreter recovers from errors and how it handles all possible input clearly and without faulting.
	4.	Demonstrate briefly (2-3 minutes) but convincingly that you know how your interpreter works.  (See the questions in Assignment 5.)  Be prepared to run a series of challenging test input files during your demonstration.
Notes on this assignment:
	1.	The program must be modular: The only universal global variable allowed is the lexical token structure. The value stack and its access functions must be isolated in one file, the symbol table and its functions in another file, the scanner and its functions in another file, and the parser and its recursive functions in another file.  Use “static” to confine all the associated data structure definitions to each file.  Only the global access functions for each module may be visible outside the module.
	2.	PRINT and DUMP are tokens matching the keywords “print” and “dump”.  PRINT takes a set of expressions to be printed.  DUMP prints zero or more numbered entries  from the symbol table, or it prints the whole table if no number is given.
	3.	See Assignment 5 for details on assignment statement type checking.  Make sure that the arithmetic operators are not applied to strings.  (Option: Permit ‘+’ to perform string concatenation, e.g. hero = “Bat”+“man”+“\n”; print hero; )
	4.	I must have time to review your annotated translation scheme before I see your program demonstration.  Note: I will not review late schemes during Lab hours.
Evaluation
		You have about 3-4 minutes of Lab time to demonstrate your interpreter, prove that it works, and show that you know how it works.  Your mark for this assignment is determined by the clarity and efficiency of your in-Lab demonstration and by how well you can explain how your interpreter works.
		Organize your Lab presentation!   Have all the requested source module and test files open and ready to display.  Three minutes is not very much time to get full marks.
C Language
Degenerate Expressions
/* This program is syntactically
 * correct.  Are you surprised?
 */
main(){
        int a,b,c;
 
        1;
        2;
        3;
        1+1;
        a;
        b;
        c;
        a+b;
        1 || a;
        b && c;
        1 + a / 2 * b + c % 5;
}

